We consider the impact of a weakly coupled environment comprising a light scalar field on the open dynamics of a quantum test mass. The light scalar is assumed to couple to matter either through a nonminimal coupling to gravity or, equivalently, through a Higgs portal. We introduce a novel approach for deriving the quantum master equation describing the evolution of the single-particle matrix element of the density operator from first principles. Our approach draws on the techniques of non-equilibrium quantum field theory, including the Feynman-Vernon influence functional and thermo field dynamics, as well as a method of LSZ-like reduction. In addition, we show that non-Markovian effects, namely the violation of time-translational invariance due to finite-time effects, require us to introduce time-local counterterms in order to renormalize the resulting loop corrections consistently. This complementary and robust approach provides cutoff-independent quantitative predictions and has the potential to shed new light on, for example, the divergences encountered in the context of gravitationally induced decoherence in general relativity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental explanation for the evolution of the Universe on its largest scales remains a mystery, and there are many suggestions that light fields, beyond those present in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, could play an important role, not least in connection to the cosmological constant problem, the nature of 'dark energy' [1, 2] and the missing 'dark matter' mass in the Universe [3, 4] . If such cosmologically light fields exist, they can provide an environment to which ordinary matter is coupled as an open (quantum) system.
In this work, we restrict our attention to the introduction of light scalar fields. Light scalar fields often arise in modifications to general relativity [1, 2, 5] and in attempts to understand the dark energy problem, where they may be introduced directly to explain the observed accelerated expansion [6] , as well as the dark matter problem, where such fields can form condensates around galaxies and play the role of the 'missing mass' in the Universe [3, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . 1
Additional scalar fields will, in general, develop interactions with the SM fields, unless there is a symmetry to prevent such couplings (or we invoke fine-tuning), and they can therefore mediate long-range fifth forces. The latter can have implications on all scales, from the cosmological to the sub-atomic [21] . However, any such forces are tightly constrained within the Solar System [22] . In order to have avoided experimental and observational detection to date, the couplings between the light scalars and SM matter must be weak, at least locally. If the scalar field theory is non-linear then it is not necessary to fine-tune these couplings, which can instead be suppressed dynamically in the local environment through so-called screening mechanisms [5, 23] .
The aim of this work is to develop an approach for describing the open quantum dynamics of matter fields, such as cold atoms, induced by an environment comprising a light scalar field. Our main result is a renormalized master equation, describing the open dynamics of a toy, scalar matter field in the single-particle momentum subspace. It features a coherent shift (i.e. a correction to the unitary dynamics of the 'atoms'), decoherence and momentum diffusion. The reason for considering atoms as concrete motivation, or quantum objects more generally, such as molecules and optomechanical systems, is that they are at the forefront of precision metrology, using relatively small and cheap table-top experiments. They are exploited to explore a wide range of phenomena. These include probing the time evolution of fundamental constants and searching for new forces [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , testing gravitationally induced decoherence [29] [30] [31] , realizing macroscopic quantum superpositions [32] to probe the so-called collapse models [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , and constraining models of dark matter and dark energy, using dielectric nanospheres levitated in laser beams [38, 39] , as well as atom-interferometry searches for fifth forces mediated by light scalar fields [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
In the context of a toy model, we derive the relevant quantum master equation describing the open dynamics by means of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional approach [47] [48] [49] [50] . This and similar field-theoretic approaches have been used previously, e.g., in studies of quantum Brownian motion [51, 52] , interacting quantum field theories (both in vacuum [53] and at finite temperature [54] ) and decoherence during inflation in the early Universe [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] (see also Refs. [62, 63] for the Hamiltonian approach), as well as quarkonium suppression in heavy-ion collisions [64, 65] . In order to make connection with the relevant matrix elements of the density operator, we make use of the operator-based formulation of non-equilibrium field theory known as thermo field dynamics [66] [67] [68] (see also Ref. [69] ). By this means, we are able to project out the single-particle matrix elements of interest in the low-energy limit in a manner analogous to the LSZ reduction [70] that is well-known in scattering-matrix theory. This approach has the advantage that it allows us to establish a direct connection between powerful QFT techniques, including those that can account for finite-temperature effects, and master equations of a form customary in atomic and condensed matter physics. In addition, we are able to renormalize the loop corrections appearing in the master equation consistently in the non-Markovian regime, where finite-time effects need to be taken into account. We show that these finite-time effects, and the associated violation of time-translational invariance, mean that we must introduce time-local counterterms (for earlier discussions of renormalization in the case of open quantum systems, see, e.g., Refs. [71] [72] [73] ). In this way, we are not required to introduce time-dependent ultra-violet cut-offs that can obscure the origin of divergences in the master equations.
For a light and weakly coupled environment, the effects that we describe are, as one would anticipate, small and far beyond the reach of current atom-interferometry searches. However, the resulting master equation serves as an important guide for future experimental design, illustrating, for instance, the need to maximize the momentum difference in the coherences between the states.
Perhaps most importantly, the approach that we develop in this work is sufficiently general and robust that it will lead to new studies of quantum decoherence due to other long-range forces. In the context of gravitational decoherence, it provides a new method of renormalization, involving time-local counterterms, that should be compared with those that have been applied previously in the literature [74, 75] . We leave this interesting application for future work.
We begin in Sec. II by introducing the light scalar-field models that we have in mind, discussing, in particular, the ways in which they can be coupled to SM matter. In addition, we describe their potential screening mechanisms, focussing on the so-called chameleon mechanism, which we take as an archetype of this class of theories. We then proceed, in Sec. III, to describe the derivation of the quantum master equation of the single-particle matrix element of the reduced density operator for a toy system, through which the effects of the scalar environment can be analyzed. This section includes discussions of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional and the LSZ-like reduction technique that we employ, as well as our approach to the renormalization of the loop corrections in the non-Markovian regime. We discuss the possible implications of our results for experiments in Sec. IV. Our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. LIGHT SCALAR FIELDS
As discussed in the introduction, two types of couplings are commonly introduced between light, gauge-singlet scalar fields and SM matter: (i) Higgs-portal couplings and (ii) conformal (non-minimal) couplings to the Ricci scalar.
Higgs-portal couplings are often considered in the context of dark matter theories, and in extensions of the SM more generally, where they allow hidden sectors to communicate with the SM via a scalar mediator, which may itself play a role as a dark matter component. The new scalar couples directly to the Higgs field through terms of the form
where the α n are dimensionless constants, m is a mass scale, H is the SM Higgs doublet and X is the additional scalar.
On the other hand, conformal couplings are commonly considered in the context of dark energy and modified theories of gravity, although they have recently been discussed also for light scalar dark matter [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] , where such non-minimal couplings can impact upon the production mechanism of the relic abundance. In the case of modified gravity, matter fields move on geodesics of a spacetime metricg µν = A 2 (X)g µν , whereg µν is the so-called Jordan-frame metric (see, e.g., Ref. [81] ) and A 2 (X) is a coupling function. While the Higgs-portal and non-minimal gravitational couplings would appear very different at a first glance, they are, in fact, equivalent up to second order in the scalar field X. The two descriptions are related, up to field redefinitions, by a change of conformal frame [82] .
An additional light scalar field, which couples to matter, will mediate a fifth force, and the latter will arise at tree-level so long as the coupling function A 2 (X) or, equivalently, the Higgsportal interaction does not respect a Z 2 symmetry (X → −X). This can be seen by considering the geodesic equation for a matter particle moving with respect to the metricg µν = A 2 (X)g µν .
Alternatively, it can be seen by computing the contribution of scalar exchange to two-to-two fermion scattering in the Higgs-portal picture [82] , wherein the coupling to fermions results from the massmixing with the would-be SM Higgs field. The existence of long-range fifth forces is constrained both by experiments and observations, and, for a simple Yukawa force law, any such force must couple to matter five orders of magnitude more weakly than gravity within the Solar System [83] .
However, the scalar field can have a much more varied phenomenology in general, which can allow it to evade local tests of gravity. Specifically, whenever the scalar field theory contains non-linearities, either in the potential, in the coupling to matter or in the kinetic structure, its properties can change depending on the environment in such a way that the fifth force it mediates can be suppressed dynamically [2] . This gives rise to the phenomenon of screening. There is a zoo of theories which behave in this way, and this includes the Galileons [84] , chameleons [85, 86] and symmetrons [87, 88] (see Refs. [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] for similar/related models), all of which fall within the Horndeski class of scalar-tensor theories [94, 95] .
For the sake of concreteness, we consider a specific chameleon model in this work, but the results that follow can be adapted readily to other models.
A. Einstein-frame action
For our purposes, it is convenient to work in the Einstein frame, wherein the gravitational sector is of canonical Einstein-Hilbert form and the action involving the conformally coupled scalar can be written in the general form [85, 86] 
Herein, g µν is the Einstein-frame metric, R is the associated Ricci scalar, M Pl is the reduced Planck mass, V (X) is the potential for the scalar X andL m is the Lagrangian density of the SM/matter fields, which we denote by the set {φ i } and which feel the rescaled metricg µν = A 2 (X)g µν .
Throughout this article, we use the (−, +, +, +) signature convention.
We will take the Jordan-frame matter action to be that of a single scalar field of massm 2 :
The Einstein-frame Lagrangian then takes the form
After redefining the scalar matter field via
we obtain
Assuming that the coupling to matter is controlled by some mass scale M and that X/M and we have defined the squared mass
In advance of our later analysis, we can now isolate the free and (self-)interacting parts of the action for the fluctuations φ of the atom and χ of the chameleon, defining
where we omit the term arising from V eff ( X ) [cf. Eq. (45)] and use the shorthand notation
The terms in S int [φ, χ] should be compared with Eq. (1), illustrating the connection with portal couplings discussed earlier. Here, we have accounted for the fact that we will later restrict the interactions to take place over a finite period of time between the preparation of the initial state of the system and its subsequent measurement. The spacetime integrals in the interaction parts of the action are therefore restricted to the hypervolume Ω t = [0, t] × R 3 . We emphasize that the free parts nevertheless have support for all times (see Refs. [96, 97] ). Alternatively, one could extend the limits of the time integrals to the full real line and replace the coupling constants α 1 , α 2 and λ by time-dependent couplings, which then parametrize the effective switching on and off of the interactions by the experimental apparatus. More generally, we might introduce a switching function that reflects the realistic preparation of the system.
B. Chameleons
The scalar field theory described by Eq. (2) is a chameleon model if, in the presence of a nonrelativistic matter distribution, the scalar field is stabilized at the minimum of its effective potential and the mass of small fluctuations about this minimum depends on the local energy density. It is this variation in the mass which allows the scalar fifth force to be suppressed, or screened, in local tests of gravity. Specifically, near to dense sources of matter, the minimum of the effective potential (9) ] lies at a finite value X = X min and the mass becomes large, such that the fifth force is Yukawa-suppressed. Instead, in the cosmological vacuum, the fluctuations are essentially massless, allowing them to propagate a long-range force of a strength comparable to gravity. It is common to consider polynomial potentials of the form V eff (X) = Λ 4 (Λ/X) n + A(X)ρ ext , with integer n, giving a chameleon model if n > 0 or if n is an negative even integer strictly less than −2.
In this work, we consider the case n = − 4, giving the effective potential
with
This corresponds to taking a = 1, b = c = 2 and µ = 0 in the results of the preceding subsection, giving, for instance, the coupling constants
The quartic chameleon model, with the potential given by Eq. (17), is currently under pressure from atom-interferometry and torsion-balance experiments, with only a small window of parameter space remaining for λ close to one and M close to the Planck mass [21] . However, we shall consider this archetypal model with screening, since it is a particularly useful prototype for evaluating the effect of the chameleon fluctuations on the dynamics of the matter fields.
In a constant-density environment, the expectation value of the chameleon field is given (to leading order in ρ ext /M) by
and the corresponding mass of small fluctuations around the minimum is
The situation is summarized in Fig. 1 . The solid blue, solid red and black dashed lines correspond to the effective potential V eff (X) at zero external density ρ ext = 0, the contribution from the linear coupling to matter at non-zero density and the effective potential at non-zero density, respectively.
The panes (a) and (b) correspond to the potential in regions with smaller and higher matter densities, respectively. In higher-density environments, the chameleon is more massive; in lower density environments, it is less massive. To see how this variation in the mass of the scalar leads to a suppression of the scalar fifth force, we now consider situations where the background matter density is not uniform. Specifically, we consider a uniform sphere of constant density ρ ext and radius R embedded in a background of lower density ρ bg . For sufficiently large spheres, the scalar field can reach the value X min which minimizes its effective potential at the centre of the sphere. It therefore has a large mass in the interior of the sphere and does not roll from X min apart from in a thin shell near the surface. It is only matter in this thin shell (whose thickness is proportional to 1/m min ) that sources the chameleon fifth force in the exterior. As only a small fraction of the mass of the sphere gives rise to the fifth force, it is much weaker than we would naively expect. This is known as the thin-shell effect.
To see this mathematically, a sphere of radius R and density ρ ext , embedded in a background of density ρ bg has a thin-shell at position R TS , if there exists a real solution to
If there is no real solution to this equation, the field cannot minimize its potential inside the sphere, and the chameleon fifth force is unscreened. The chameleon field profile around the sphere is
The fifth force felt by a test particle outside the sphere is F = − ∇ X /M. It is now clear that as R TS approaches R, the fifth force is suppressed. In the limit where R TS → 0, which corresponds to small (or very diffuse) spheres, the force is unsuppressed. More details on how chameleons screen can be found in Ref. [21] .
III. OPEN DYNAMICS
We now turn our attention to deriving the quantum master equation describing the open dynamics of the matter field φ in contact with an environment composed of the chameleon and its fluctuations χ.
A. The Feynman-Vernon influence functional
Our aim is to trace out the states of the conformally coupled scalar field χ, so as to leave us with an open scalar system, whose reduced density matrix evolves subject to a quantum master equation.
In order to derive this master equation, we could proceed directly at the operator level, by taking a partial trace of the quantum Liouville equation of the coupled scalar system. Alternatively, but equivalently, we can make use of the path-integral description provided by the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [47] , having the advantage that we can exploit the power of the diagrammatic expansions to which functional approaches lend themselves.
Our starting point is the reduced density operator of the scalar system
We can evaluate the partial trace on the right-hand side by inserting complete sets of eigenstates of the Heisenberg-picture field operatorsχ at time t. In this way, we obtain
whereρ [χ
which includes a functional delta function that sets χ + = χ − at the time t. We have introduced the measure
and suppress the spatial dependence of the field eigenstates |χ ±; this amounts to the usual doubling of degrees of freedom needed to write a path-integral representation of the trace of an operator, giving rise to the Schwinger-Keldysh closed-time-path formalism [98, 99] (see also Subsec. III B). We can now take matrix elements of the reduced density operator in the basis of φ field eigenstates, defining the reduced density functional
where
In order to proceed further, we assume that the state of the full system at the initial time t i is a product state of the formρ
The state of the system at time t is then given by
is the influence functional (IF) propagator. The latter arises from inserting complete sets of field and conjugate-momentum eigenstates into Eq. (28) at all intermediate times from the final time t, to the initial time t i and back again, giving rise to the closed-time path [98, 99] , pictured in specifically,
The effective action S eff arises from tracing out the χ field. It takes the general form
where we use a to indicate functionals (and later operators, cf. Subsec. III B) that depend on both of the doubled field variables φ + and φ − . Contributions to the effective action associated with unitary evolution can be written in terms of the usual action, e.g.,
On the other hand, the influence action S IF [φ; t], which, in general, describes non-unitary dynamics, cannot be constructed in this way. Instead, it will contain terms that mix + and − field variables.
Its explicit form is defined by means of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [49] 
If the system is weakly coupled to the environment, S IF can be obtained perturbatively by expanding the right-hand side of Eq. (36), in our case with respect to the small parameters {λ, m/M, X/M} 1. Expanding to quadratic order in the action, we obtain
and
We suppress the time arguments of the contributions to the action when convenient to do so.
We take the initial state of the environment to be a thermal state (with respect to the fluctuations χ around the background field X , taken here to be in equilibrium with the vacuum chamber), in which case
where β = 1/T is the inverse thermodynamic temperature andĤ χ is the free Hamiltonian of the χ fluctuations. We work in units where the Boltzmann constant is unity. The various correlation functions can be evaluated by means of Wick's theorem, and we have (see, e.g., Ref.
[100])
where ∆
is the Feynman (Dyson) propagator, ∆ ≷ are the Wightman propagators, and T andT are the time-and anti-time-ordering operators, respectively. We have used the shorthand notation
The thermal contributions are encoded in the on-shell terms proportional to the Bose-Einstein distribution function
Here, sgn(k 0 ) = θ(k 0 ) − θ(−k 0 ) is the signum function, and the form of the positive-frequency
Wightman propagator ∆ > xy follows from the identity
The various terms in S IF , Eq. (37), can then be expressed as follows: Putting everything together, we have
We hereafter work in natural units, setting = 1.
The terms in square brackets in the second line of Eq. (46) do not involve any fields φ. Since it involves only χ propagators, the sum over all a and b is equivalent to a sum over all underlinings in the sense of the largest time equation [101, 102] , yielding a vanishing contribution, that is to say
Thus, we have that
B. Operator-based approach
In order to guide the path-integral approach of Subsec. III A, it is helpful to consider the corresponding canonical, operator-based formulation. This is known as thermo field dynamics (TFD) [66] [67] [68] (see also Ref. [69] ), and the doubling of field degrees of freedom needed to describe relativistic quantum statistical systems requires us to construct this canonical formalism over a doubled Hilbert space H ≡ H + ⊗ H − . The usual scalar field operatorφ is then embedded by defining the plus-and minus-type field operatorŝ
with analogous expressions for the embeddings of the usual scalar creation and annihilation operators. Here, the T indicates time reversal. The interaction-picture field operators can then be written in the usual plane-wave decompositionŝ
where we use the notation
for the Lorentz-invariant phase space integrals. When no time arguments are provided, it is assumed that the operators and states are evaluated at t = 0. For notational convenience, we also suppress the superscript φ on the energies in this subsection. Notice that the minus-type field is built from the time-reversed field operator, reflecting the anti-time-ordering of the negative branch of the closed-time path in the path-integral formulation. We also note that, by virtue of the Kronecker product structure, the plus-and minus-type operators commute with one another.
The plus-and minus-type creation and annihilation operators act in the corresponding Hilbert spaces, that is, by acting on the doubled vacuum state |0 ≡ |0 ⊗ |0 , we havê
where |p + , p − ≡ |p ⊗ |p and so on.
The density operator of an isolated system can be embedded aŝ
whereÎ is the unit operator. Its trace can then be expressed in the following form:
where the state (see Ref. [67] )
The trace of an operatorÔ(t) can be written
In this way, one is able to recast the quantum Liouville equation (in the Schrödinger picture)
in the Schrödinger-like form
is the Liouvillian operator.
Moving to the interaction picture, we take a density operator of the form
We recall that state and basis vectors evolve respectively with the interaction and free parts of the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture. We assume that the single-particle term dominates in the low-energy, non-relativistic limit for the matter scalar and set the occupancy of all multi-particle states to zero. We are therefore interested in the matrix element p; t|ρ(t)|p ; t = ρ(p, p ; t) .
Notice that all of the basis states and operators are evaluated at equal times, and the matrix element ρ(p, p ; t) is therefore picture-independent (see Refs. [96, 97] ). In the TFD language, this can be written as tr |p ; t p; t|ρ(t) = 1(t)|(|p ; t p; t| ⊗Î)(ρ(t) ⊗Î)|1(t) ,
and we draw attention to the time-dependence of the state |1(t) . Using the fact that
it follows that
This can be rewritten as
In our case, H → H eff = − ∂ t S eff , the effective Liouvillian that comes from tracing out the chameleon degrees of freedom. (We emphasise that H eff is non-Hermitian.) Allowing for the fact that H eff is a non-local, but time-ordered operator, and after accounting for the free-phase evolution of the right-most creation operators, the expectation value on the right-hand side of Eq. (67) can be time-ordered as
Continuing, we can recast the expression in terms of field operators by usinĝ
along withâ
Specifically, we have
where x 0( ) approaches t from above and y 0( ) approaches 0 from below to ensure that the timeordering of the operators is equivalent to the original ordering in Eq. (68) . Notice that the role of the differential operators is to chop off external propagators and replace them with plane-wave factors. The procedure outlined here for projecting into the single-particle subspace therefore amounts to an LSZ-like reduction [70] of the four-point function
In the path-integral language, equation (72) can be recast as
which can be expanded in terms of the 2 × 2 matrix propagator. The latter is of the diagonal form
since, by virtue of the fact that Eq. (72) is a vacuum expectation value, there can be no +− contractions, and the off-diagonal elements of this 2 × 2 matrix propagator are zero. We emphasise that, while 1|φ
(as arises at zero temperature when we do not restrict to the single-particle subspace), 0|φ
The Feynman and Dyson propagators of the φ field are
Since we have restricted to the single-particle subspace, we necessarily assume that the φ field remains at zero temperature and therefore out-of-equilibrium with the environment formed by the conformally coupled scalar χ [cf. Eq. (41)].
C. Quantum master equation
After projecting into the single-particle subspace, as described in Subsec. III B, we arrive at the following quantum master equation:
which we have expressed in terms of the partial time derivative of S eff . Substituting for the explicit form of the effective action from Eqs. (34), (35) and (48) in Subsec. III A, and performing the remaining Wick contractions, we arrive at
The right-hand side of this expression is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 (j) . The disconnected diagrams could be absorbed order-by-order in a redefinition of the matrix element ρ(p, p ; t) → ρ(p, p ; t)(1 + disconnected diagrams), taking into account that the time-derivative on the left-hand side counts at a finite order in the coupling constants. For our present discussions, however, we leave the vacuum diagram explicit throughout for completeness.
The terms in the third to seventh lines of Eq. (78) include decay (i.e. φ → χχ) and production processes (i.e. χχ → φ), which we would not expect to be present for realistic atoms, which are complex and stable configurations of many elementary particle fields rather than a simple scalar one. The decay and production processes arise here, because such processes are permitted in the simple scalar field theory that we have used as a toy proxy for the atom.
After performing the remaining x 0 integral, we obtain
Here, we have introduced the dummy parameter s = ± in order to simplify the sum over the two energy flows in the thermal contributions (see, e.g., Ref. [100] ), making use of the identity in Eq. (44) . Specifically, we have written
Notice that all of the contributions on the right-hand side of Eq. (79) that arise from non-local insertions, i.e. all but the first term in the second line, which do not depend on the momentum flow through the diagram, vanish identically in the limit t = 0. This is as one would expect, since the non-local insertions contain a residual time integral whose support vanishes in the limit t → 0. In addition, the right-hand side is real in the limit p → p and consistent with ρ(p, p , t) = ρ * (p , p, t), again as it should be.
The disconnected vacuum diagram of the final line of Eq. (79) vanishes at t = 0. The T = 0 part also vanishes in the limit t → ∞, since
the argument of which is strictly positive. At any finite time t, the T = 0 contribution accounts for particle creation out of the vacuum, as permitted by the uncertainty principle. The T = 0 part accounts for particle-number changing interactions with the χ thermal bath. Note that this is also vanishing in the limit t → ∞ for the present setup, since M < 4m 2 . As noted above, such number-changing processes would not be present for real atoms.
We recall that we have worked in terms of states with a rescaled mass defined by Eq. (11), which depends on the background value of the chameleon field. If we are sensitive to the absolute value of the mass of the matter field, i.e. we can predict the phase evolution based on the mass measured in a vanishing ambient value of the chameleon field, then we can capture the leading effect on the dynamics by expanding
A quantitative estimate of the leading effect will be given later in Subsec. IV A. In addition, we can expand the term
We remark, however, that a naive expansion about m 2 ∼m 2 cannot be made in the time-dependent exponentials in the third to seventh lines of Eq. (79).
D. Renormalization
The terms in Eq. (79) yield quadratic and logarithmic ultra-violet divergences. At this order, there are three relevant counterterms: the mass counterterms for the φ and χ fields and the tadpole counterterm for the χ field.
The tadpole divergences in the second line of Eq. (79) can be renormalized by the standard counterterms, calculated in vacuum. On the other hand, the logarithmic divergence arising in the third to fifth lines has acquired a non-trivial modulation by virtue of the fact that the interactions have a finite domain of support in time, as have the divergences arising from the vacuum diagram in the final line. In particular, we see that the contributions vanish identically in the limit t → 0.
As such, and were we to subtract the usual t-independent vacuum divergence, the divergence would persist for all times, except in the limit t → ∞. It follows therefore that the contributions from the relevant counterterms must also vanish in the limit t → 0 and carry the same t-dependence.
In order to see this more explicitly, it is instructive to rewrite the divergent terms in the third to fifth lines of Eq. (79) in terms of the more familiar expression for the self-energy. Proceeding in this way and ignoring the thermal corrections (i.e. the terms which vanish at zero temperature), since these are ultra-violet finite and therefore not relevant to the renormalization, we find that
is the usual non-local, bubble self-energy. (Here, we refer to self-energies that depend on the external momentum flow as non-local, and those that are independent of the external momentum flow, i.e. tadpoles, as local.) We see that the convolution integral over p 0 accounts for the finitetime effects, and it must be present also for the counterterm if the divergence is to be removed for all times t. It follows then that the relevant counterterm δm 2 must be local in time, that is it must depend explicitly on a time coordinate, i.e.
with δm 2 xy having the double Fourier transform
which maintains a non-trivial dependence on p 0 and therefore x 0 − y 0 . (More generally, the counterterms may be non-local in time, i.e. depend on multiple time coordinates, as in the case of the coupling-constant counterterms.) Here,
also contains the local, tadpole self-energy given by
However, since iΠ loc is independent of the four-momentum p, it yields a time-independent contribution to the mass counterterm δm 2 xy . We note that only the dispersive (real) part of the one-loop self-energy is subtracted, since this is where the divergence resides.
We should have anticipated that the counterterm must, in general, be non-local in time. This follows from the fact that the external preparation and measurement of the system take place over a finite time, breaking both time-translational invariance and Lorentz invariance. It is for this reason that we have taken the subtraction point for the renormalization to be at a fixed threemomentump. One cannot, for instance, straightforwardly apply on-shell renormalization, since the loop corrections do not depend only on the Lorentz scalar p 2 . The counterterm is independent of the three-momentum and, therefore, spatially local. We note that, in the limit t → ∞, we have 1 π
setting − p 2 = m 2 on-shell, such that we recover on-shell renormalization. The t-dependent factors should be compared with those that arise in the modified Feynman rules of the interaction-picture formulation of non-equilibrium field theory [96, 97] .
The addition of bi-local terms (that is terms that depend on two spacetime coordinates) to the action of an open system is not so unusual. Specifically, we can regard the time-local counterterm above as a correction to the usual bi-local source (see, e.g., Refs. [96, 103, 104] ) that can be used to encode the impact of the environment on the quadratic fluctuations of the open system on approaches based on the (two-particle irreducible) quantum effective action [105] , as embedded in the Schwinger-Keldysh closed-time-path formalism [98, 99] . 
for any given regularization procedure (e.g. dimensional regularization). Here, we have introduced the non-local chameleon self-energy
We have omitted the contribution from the disconnected vacuum diagram. We note that the non-local self-energy Π non−loc (− p 2 ) appearing here contains also the thermal corrections, i.e.
The coefficients u and Γ are real, whereas γ is complex. This decomposition provides a clear interpretation of the resulting master equation: u corresponds to coherent evolution, resulting from the mass shifts, Γ corresponds to decays and, together with the real part of γ, is responsible for decoherence; γ also accounts for momentum diffusion, due to the coupling between the different momentum states. We note that u(p, p; t) = 0, as it should, since diagonal elements of the density matrix must be real.
The master equation (95) is time-local, but with time-dependent coefficients. In general, such master equations do not necessarily preserve the trace and positivity of the density matrix, unless they are in the Lindblad form [106] . 2 In order to assess whether Eq. (95) can be recast in Lindblad form and if it therefore corresponds to a completely positive and trace preserving map, we would need to evaluate the phase-space integrals that appear in the coefficients (96) numerically. We leave such dedicated numerical studies for future work.
A. Quantitative estimates
Before concluding, we now provide some quantitative estimates of the effects induced by the light scalar. We consider the effects on a system of atoms in a chameleon scalar environment in an idealized experimental set up. Tests of the coherence and decoherence of atomic systems typically take place in high-quality vacuum chambers. If we assume the vacuum chamber is spherical then we can predict the form of the background chameleon field profile inside the chamber. The walls of the chamber are dense, and so the chameleon is massive, and we can take the chameleon field to be constant in the walls of the chamber. Inside the vacuum chamber, the chameleon can be much lighter, and the field evolves towards the value that minimizes the effective potential, Eq. (17), when ρ ext is the density of the residual gas in the chamber. However, over a large part of the chameleon parameter space, and for typical vacuum chamber sizes, there is not enough space for the chameleon to reach the minimum of the effective potential. In this case, the field adjusts its value so that its Compton wavelength becomes of order the size of the vacuum chamber, and, at the centre of the spherical chamber, the expectation value of the chameleon field and the mass of its fluctuations at the centre of the sphere are given by [40] where q = 1.287 [40, 85] and L is the radius of a spherical vacuum chamber. The form of the chameleon profile inside the chamber is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4 .
In experiments with microscopic test masses, one will typically be in the regimem/M 1.
Therefore, in order to make a conservative estimate, we assume that we are sensitive to the dominant coherent shift arising from the change in the effective mass of the matter field due to the background value of the chameleon and thermal corrections due to the chameleon fluctuations.
The leading contributions to this shift scale like the first power ofm/M in contrast to Γ and γ, which scale as (m/M) 2 , cf. Eqs. (96b) and (96c).
Motivated primarily by using the atom-interferometry precision measurements, we rewrite the free-phase part of Eq. (96a) via Eq. (82), performing the non-relativistic expansion of the 1/Ẽ terms to find
Here, we have defined the characteristic velocity scale by v 2 = |p| 2 −|p | 2 /m 2 , taken the maximum value of 1 − cos(M t) = 2, used the relation (94) for ∆ The conservative value of M = M Pl is motivated by constraints on chameleon theories [110] , and the value of λ < 1 was chosen to remain well within the regime of perturbative validity. We reiterate, however, that the chosen parameters are in tension with the current experimental bounds for the chameleon potential considered here, as discussed earlier in Subsec. II A. Even so, our aim is to provide a conservative estimate of the order of magnitude of the effects. We see that the effects induced by the quantum fluctuations of the quartic chameleon considered here are negligibly small and potentially out of reach of any near-future experiment. This is consistent with the fact that already the classical effects, i.e. effects which depend on the classical background field value X are constrained to be very small.
Finally, we would like to comment on the difference of the current analysis with that of Ref. [40] , where a proposal of testing the modification of gravitational acceleration g → g + δg induced by the chameleon scalar fields has been put forward. Specifically, the change δg predicted in Ref. [40] scales as δg ∝ ∂ X V (X), i.e. with the gradient of the chameleon potential. This is a classical effect which arises because the length of the paths that atoms explore in the interferometer depends on the fifth force due to the gradients of the background chameleon field configuration. This is not the same experimental setup as considered in this work, as in order to detect the classical fifth force due to the chameleon, a macroscopic source mass must also be placed inside the vacuum chamber. For the choices of the chameleon potential λ ≈ 1/10 and M ∼ M Pl , and a vacuum chamber similar to the simplified chamber we consider here, a phase shift of order 10 −3 would be induced if the interferometry experiment were performed with Rubidium atoms held within 1 cm of a massive sphere of radius 1 cm and density 1 g cm −3 . This should be contrasted with the prediction of Eq. (96a) for the coherence shift, which scales with the background field value instead,
i.e. u ∝ X , see also Fig. 1 .
It therefore seems that, while atom interferometry provides a powerful tool in the search for the fifth forces due to light scalar fields, a direct detection of the effects induced by the quantum fluctuations of the light fields remains extremely challenging. Here, it would be interesting to apply the present theory to the other light scalar field models discussed in Sec. II in order to obtain quantitative estimates. While it is likely that the induced effects will remain elusive also in these cases, we note that possible pathways for improvements include using higher test masses to increase the ratiom/M, provided they do not affect the screening mechanism. In this context, we note that a Bell test was recently performed with levitated nanoparticles containing 10 10 silica atoms [111] , amounting to an increase ofm by 10 orders of magnitude as compared to singleatom interferometry. Other possibilities include, for example, considering the effects induced in other detection platforms, in particular in optical atomic clocks, which provide the most accurate measurement tool currently being developed, with reported relative precision reaching 10 −19 [112] .
Alternatively, one could consider modifying the experimental setup so that each branch of the interferometer experiences a different background value of the light field together with its gradient.
In such a case, the description provided here [Eq. (95) ] has to be extended so as to account for the spatially inhomogeneous background provided by the screening field. We leave this and related extensions for future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Light scalar fields, which couple to matter either conformally or through a Higgs portal, are well motivated as extensions of the Standard Model and/or general relativity. Models such as the chameleon, discussed here, possess a screening mechanism that allows them to avoid local searches for fifth forces while remaining light on cosmological scales and coupling to matter with at least gravitational strength. In this work, we have derived a quantum master equation from first principles, which allows us to describe how an environment comprising such a scalar field affects the dynamics of a quantum test particle. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first work in which the quantum dynamics of both an atomic test particle and the (conformally coupled) light scalar are studied; excepting Ref. [113] , previous work looking at the effects of screened scalar fields in, for example, atom-interferometry experiments treated the scalar only classically.
Herein, we have used a second scalar field as a proxy for the quantum probe, imagining, for instance, an atom in an atom-interferometry experiment. While this simple scalar field theory provides a convenient playground in which to develop the necessary techniques, it nevertheless has some shortcomings as a toy model of an atom, such as allowing for decay and production processes of such a complex object, and the extension of this work to more realistic models of probe systems may be presented elsewhere.
Beginning from the path-integral approach of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional, we have employed an LSZ-like reduction technique, constructed in the operator-based framework of thermo field dynamics, which allows us to make use of diagrammatic techniques from (non-equilibrium) quantum field theory, while also making concrete connection with the single-particle matrix elements of the density operator of interest for quantum probes. In addition, we have shown that the consistent renormalization of the resulting master equation in the non-Markovian regime requires the introduction of time-local counterterms, allowing us to make quantitative predictions that are independent of any ultra-violet cut-off.
The resulting master equation describes the coherent dynamics of the quantum test particle, as well as decoherence and momentum diffusion. Having access to quantitative estimates of these effects, we have confirmed that their experimental observation remains a challenge. Even so, the present formalism allows us to identify possible pathways for improvements in future searches, including the use of heavier test masses and the studies of the effects in optical atomic clocks or non-homogeneous scalar-field backgrounds. Importantly, the present work provides a robust and complementary approach for studying open quantum dynamics, which may shed new light on, e.g., the contentious area of gravitational decoherence. We leave such studies for future work.
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